
Platform LODO - Terms and conditions 
 
1. LODO was conformed in the year 2014 as a platform of crossing, exchange and test of                 
performing arts - dance, theater and performance - which continues its activity until the              
present time. 
 
2. LODO will hold the fourth edition of its Festival in the Club Cultural Matienzo - Pringles                 
1249, Autonomous City of Buenos Aires (CABA) - and other headquarters, from May 12th to               
20th , 2018. The program of this festival contains talks / work tables, workshops, exhibition               
of the results of the residences produced by the Platform, international guests and a              
Marathon of artworks of dance, theater, performance. 
 
3. Platform LODO impels the search of artists' own and radical languages, in pieces that link                
art and territory, the scenic and non-scenic and relational, participatory, political, contextual,            
activist, performative works with hybridization practices between different disciplines,         
emerging dramaturgies and divergent poetics 
 
 
4. The present call is open to people over 18 years of any nationality and refers exclusively                 
to the programming of May 20, 2018, called Marathon, which will take place at Club Cultural                
Matienzo 
 
 
5. The programming of the Marathon will be exclusively carried out through this ONLINE              
open call and through specific forms - Piece / Specific Project - at LODO website:               
www.lodo.com.ar 
 
6. The Piece category refers to projects that are premiered or in an advanced stage of                
production with the possibility of premiering in the Marathon; the Specific Project category             
refers to projects designed for this call. The proposals can be for conventional stage place,               
unconventional spaces (see document SPACES) or public way (to no more than 300 meters              
of distance of the Club Cultural Matienzo). 
 
7. The selection will be carried out by a jury composed by the Platform LODO´S team, a                 
representative of each of the associated institutions or projects - see ASSOCIATES - and              
the Technical Chief of the Festival. The decision of this jury will be unappealable. 
 
 
8. The pieces and projects participating in the Marathon will have the possibility to compete               
to win one of the XXX national and international residences that will be carried out in 2018                 
and 2019 called, This residences are called Boosts (Boosts will be announced on january              
2018 and will be available at www.lodo.com.ar).  
 
9. Boosts can be given to a group or an individual artist. The selection will be made on the                   
day of the Marathon but it will be notified some days after it. The selection will be done by a                    
representative from each one of the associated institutions and projects (ASSOCIATES).           



This decision is also unappealable. In all cases where the boost implies mobility, Plataforma              
LODO will collaborate in the efforts of the selected artists to cover the costs of his/hers/their                
transportation with letters and advices, however the responsibility of the cost of the mobility              
will run on the selected artist or group behalf  
 
10. LODO is an independent and self-managed festival based on a collaborative economy             
combined with the economic support of competing Argentinian funds. 
 
11 . LODO commits to grant: 
 
# $1000 (one thousand Argentine pesos) Given as viatic to each of the participating groups               
of the Marathon regardless of the number of members that compose them. 
# Transfer back and forth - within the limits of the City of Buenos Aires - of the scenery and                    
the company - as long as the arrival dates  matches the days and schedules of the Festival. 
# Lunch / snack / dinner catering - as applicable - during the day of the Marathon for all                   
participating artists. 
# Lunch and dinner for the previous day of the Marathon for artists and companies from                
other cities 
# 4 hours of free rehearsals in the case of Pieces and 12 hours in the case of Specific                   
Projects. 
# Two invitation tickets available for the Marathon and the possibility to invite press or               
programmers for free - with prior notice and consent. 
# Dissemination, communication, press and social networks of Pieces and Projects           
participating in the Marathon 
# Photographic record of the participating Pieces and Projects; and a general video record of               
the whole day of the Marathon. 
# Room ushers, producers, assistants, technicians and ticket salesman for the marathon. 
# Technical assembly in the schedules and formats proposed by LODO. - Does not include               
general rehearsals 
 
12. The participating artists commit to adapt the staging and technique of the Piece or               
project according to the functionalities of the space granted within the Club Cultural             
Matienzo. The technical design that the artist wishes to use for his staging must to the rider                 
with which space counts.. 
 
13. LODO does not cover the transportation of participants who live outside the City of               
Buenos Aires. However in the case of international artists LODO will collaborate in the              
acquisitions of the tickets by providing letters of support and invitation, and in the case of                
national artists LODO will also work in providing discounts up to 40% in long distance bus                
trips from traveling companies that have supported the platform in previous years. 
 
14. LODO does not commit to provide accommodation for participants who reside outside             
the City of Buenos Aires. However, if required by them, it offers free cultural accommodation               
at the home of artists and managers through the Hospeda Cultura network. 
 



15. The artist will be in charge of the personnel necessary for the staging of the piece or                  
project, as well as the execution, assembly and dismantling of the set. 
 
16. The Marathon will have an economic entrance of $ 150 (one hundred and fifty Argentine                
pesos) that will be used to assist in the coverage of the expenses of the Festival                
(dissemination, communication, press, printing, set design, food of the casts, opening           
breakfast, payment of the technicians), it will not be destined to cache payment of the casts                
nor of fees of producers and collaborators of the  production. 
 
17. The submission of the forms - Pieces (premiered or not released) / Specific Project -                
implies the knowledge and acceptance of the festival conditions detailed in these bases. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


